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COVID Vaccine News!
Exciting news! Our Northern Rehab staff recently received their first
dose of the COVID-19 vaccine! We're feeling encouraged and excited,
and happy to take this important step to keep our patients and staff
protected and healthy!
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How To Return To Activity Safely
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Since the start of the pandemic,
many individuals have been
home, have been less active, and
children have not had sports or
even recess. As we are able to
transition to more normal
activities, there may be a desire to
return to sports, workouts, and
recreational activities to help shed
those pandemic pounds. This can
pose a risk of injury if done too
quickly under the wrong circumstances.
Read below our physical therapist's guidelines to safely return to
exercise or increased activity after a period of being sedentary:
Read Article

"Go In The Snow" Winter Fun
Join us for our “Go In The
Snow” winter activity! Post a
picture and tag us on any of
Northern Rehab’s social
media platforms (or email
your photo with permission
to post to
Deb@northernrehabpt.com)
of you and/or your family
enjoying a fun activity “in the
snow”. It could be building a
snowman, sledding, creating
snow angels, skiing, snow
shoeing, ice skating, cross country skiing, playing ice hockey, building
a snow fort or other creative activities in the snow!
With each post, you receive an entry in our raffle to win 1 of 4 gift
cards to a locally owned coffee shop including Coroco Coffee in
Sycamore, Cast Iron Coffee and Barb City Bagels in DeKalb, and
Open Door in Genoa. Enjoy a cup of coffee or hot chocolate on us!
This activity runs from January 29 – February 8 and raffle winners
will be announced on February 9. So bundle up, get outside, and
enjoy the snow this winter!
#NorthernRehabGoInTheSnow
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Kinesio Tape with Melissa Wagner
Northern Rehab’s Physical Therapist, Melissa Wagner, talks about
kinesio tape, a stretchy fabric tape used by physical therapists to help
support joints and muscles, and shows examples of several of her
preferred kinesio taping techniques. Melissa is our lead physical
therapist at our Genoa location.

Finally, Some Good News About Back Pain!
Back pain is a huge problem, with 80%
of people in the US experiencing back
pain at least once during their lifetime. It
is the single biggest cause for disability,
the third most common reason for doctor
visits, and one of the most common
reasons for missing work. It's also
expensive. A major insurer is looking
into the value of PT, which is great news
for everyone, and could improve the
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lives of millions of people every year
while reducing the huge cost of treating
low back pain.

Read More

Have You Had A Great Experience at Northern Rehab?
If you've had a great experience at
Northern Rehab, would you please
consider taking a few minutes to
review us online at any or all of the
sites below?
Your positive reviews help other
people choose where they should go
for physical therapy!
Google - DeKalb Sycamore Road
Google - DeKalb Lincoln Highway
Google - Genoa
Google - Rochelle
Facebook

You are receiving this email newsletter because you shared
your e-mail address with us.
We're sharing helpful information, education, health tips, and Northern
Rehab news to help keep you informed while helping you regain your
freedom to move! Your privacy is important to us. Please be assured
your information will never be shared or sold to anyone. If you prefer
not to receive e-mails please click the unsubscribe link at the bottom
of this email.
Thank you for choosing Northern Rehab and putting your trust in
us for your physical therapy care!
We encourage you to explore our website for additional info!
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Voted in the DeKalb County Readers Choice Awards:
Best Physical Therapists 9 consecutive years (2012 - 2020)
Coolest Place to Work 6 years in a row (2015 - 2020)
Friendliest Staff 5 years in a row (2016 - 2020)
Best Massage Therapy 5 years in a row (2015 - 2019)
Best Physical Therapists in Ogle County (Rochelle) 2 years (2019 - 2020)

Thank you for choosing Northern Rehab - we are honored!
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